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Get More Out of YouTube!
by Sarah Hood
Research and Instruction Librarian,
Columbia College

In celebrating their 10-year
anniversary this past February, we
thought it would be appropriate to
shine a spotlight on the internet
darling we know as YouTube. More
than just cute cat videos and flaming
skateboarders, YouTube has matured
into a favorite teaching aid among
even the most skeptical of educators.
And while most of us know by now
that if you like a video, you can click
on its creator’s channel and subscribe,
we wanted to point out two helpful
features of YouTube of which you may
not be aware.
Channel and About Tabs
In addition to Home, Videos, and
Playlists, every channel has these two
additional tabs. They can often be a
treasure trove of additional featured,
or ‘similar to,’ channel listings. Say
you come across a channel that you
think you, a faculty member, or a
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student might find
interesting. Did you know
you can mine these two tabs
for additional similar
channels? Some channel
creators choose not to
populate these tabs with any
additional channel
suggestions, but some do,
and their suggestions can be
quite helpful. By the same
token, if your library has a
YouTube channel, it may be a
good idea to add some staff
picks to the Featured
Channels list…so that your
visitors can benefit!
Topic Channels
In 2011, YouTube rolled out
their auto-generated topic
channels feature. According
to Google’s YouTube support
site, “An auto-generated
channel is created when
YouTube algorithmically
identifies a topic to have a
significant presence on the
site.” Like a Twitter hashtag,
YouTube’s auto-generated
topic channels all begin their
name with the # symbol. And
like any other YouTube
channel, you can subscribe to
them. Looking for the most

recent videos about
information literacy? You can
subscribe to
#InformationLiteracy. Want
to stay updated on videos
about critical thinking skills?
Subscribe to #CriticalThinking
and they’ll appear in your
feed. As with anything that’s
auto-generated, not
everything will prove useful,
but this feature can go a long
way towards helping you stay
abreast of topics you’re
interested in, professionally
and personally.
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Let Your Students Put the Pieces Together with the Half-Jigsaw Method
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by Stacy Winchester
Sciences and Engineering Librarian, University of South Carolina
Interested in getting students more
involved during your information
literacy sessions and library orientations? Wondering how to engage
students who come to your class
without an assignment?

facilitator.
This technique is useful but can be
difficult to pull off in a one-shot
library instruction session, where
time is very limited. In the book
Practical Pedagogy for Library Instructors: 17 Innovative Strategies
to Improve Student Learning, Linda
Reeves, Judy McMillan, and Renata
Gibson of Northwest Vista College
describe their adaptation of the
Jigsaw Model – the Half-Jigsaw.
1. Count off groups. For example,
a class of 24 might be broken into
6 groups of 4.

The Jigsaw learning method was
originally developed to foster collaboration in schools and involves
creating diverse student groups,
assigning portions of lessons to
individuals, and then having each
individual report back to the group
to teach their peers, with the
teacher acting as a resource

2. Give a BRIEF overview. Provide
a short introduction to resources,
such as the library’s website, catalog, and a database.

number of groups vs resources covered.
4. The groups teach the rest of the
class! Each team nominates a
spokesperson who comes to the
front of the class to teach everyone
else what they learned. The librarian is there to kindly and gently correct any misinformation provided
by the spokesperson.

The half-jigsaw method requires
class participation and gives everyone motivation to take part, since
they may become the nominated
presenter. Think about timing beforehand to ensure that each group
has an opportunity to report their
findings to the class.

3. Assign each group a portion of
the lesson. Two groups may need
to cover different aspects of the
same resource depending on the

Keeping Your Voice Healthy During One-Shot Sessions
by Amy Edwards
Health Sciences Librarian, University of South Carolina

“Changing how you speak
during your instruction sessions
takes time”

throat warm
but avoid tight-fitting garments
Earlier this semester, I had several library Brookshire recommends using a straw or such as turtlenecks. Get plenty of
instruction one-shots scheduled back to self-closing cup. Taking sips during your sleep. Most importantly, do not begin
back. At the end of the day, I had no
instructional session can become part of your session by stating that you have a
voice left. I knew there must be a better your routine and does not need to be
cold. This is not the time to push the
way. Our faculty do it all the time. So I
interruptive. Think about the natural
sympathy button. You want the focus of
set out to find the road to better voice
pauses during your session. Do you ever your session to be on the material being
health.
give your students time to brainstorm
presented, not on your health.
keywords
for
their
topic?
Or
ask
them
to
My first stop was to check with Professor
think about a question? These may be
4. Sounding excited is good, but yelling
Cathy Brookshire, an instructor in the
perfect
times
for
a
quick
sip
of
water.
or screaming can be stressful to your
English department at the University of
South Carolina. Professor Brookshire
2. Watch your posture. Stand tall. Take voice. Clearing your throat can also be
stressful to your vocal cords.
regularly teaches four sessions per day.
deep breaths -- and remember to
She provided the following suggestions
breathe.
Lastly, be patient with yourself. Changfor keeping the voice healthy.
3. Even if you have a cold, the session
ing how you speak during your instruc1. Drink water. If water is not your
may need to go on. Rest your voice.
tion sessions takes time, but it can lead
preferred beverage, try warm tea. Limit Stop talking the day before your presenyou on the road to a healthy voice.
milk products. Try drinking beverages
tation. Drink plenty of fluids. Pepperthat are neither icy cold nor piping hot.
mint helps some speakers. Keep your
If you worry about spilling your drink
during your instruction session, Professor
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Online Collaboration Tools
by Rachel Zitzman
Reference Librarian, Midlands Technical College—Beltline Campus
Whether we are undertaking a new
project with our coworkers or trying
to find new ways to engage students,
we are always looking for new ways to
collaborate. Here are a few web apps
you may not have encountered before
that have the potential to be very useful. All apps on this list can be used
for free, so check them out!

create as many boards as you like.
You can engage in discussion on the
cards and Trello logs activity so that
everyone can easily see who has been
working and when. You can also sync
Trello to other devices with their iPh- Prezi – http://prezi.com
one, Android, Kindle Fire, and WinThough Prezi is a popular presentation
dows 8 apps.
tool, you may not have considered its
potential as a collaboration tool. Up
Lino – http://en.linoit.com
to 10 people can edit a Prezi at once
Trello – http://trello.com
Lino is set up as a virtual bulletin
and changes are updated immediateTrello is a highly customizable tool
board that allows users to create and
ly. Want students to work together to
designed to aid in project managearrange sticky notes. The stickies can
create a presentation? Prezi may be
ment. With Trello, you can create lists contain text, pictures, videos, docuthe tool for you. If you sign up with an
of things that need to be done in the ments, web links, etc., and are easily
email address from an educational
form of cards. The cards are also cus- regrouped, copied, or shared. Lino
institution, you can make your presentomizable, allowing you to create
does not appear to limit the number
tations private and have up to 500 MB
checklists, assign tasks to specific peo- of users who can access a canvas, but
of storage for free. Prezi offers some
ple, share documents, and schedule
there is a file sharing restriction for
excellent tutorial videos, so do not be
due dates for each card. Some of the free users. Lino also provides the opintimidated if it is something you have
best things about Trello are that it is
tion to make your canvases mobile
not used before.
free, you can invite as many members with iPhone, iPad, and Android apps.
to a board as you like, and you can

Professional Development Opportunities
Computers in Libraries, Washington DC: April 27 – 29
http://computersinlibraries.infotoday.com/2015/
National Library Legislative Day, Washington DC: May 4 – 5
http://www.ala.org/advocacy/advleg/nlld

SC LIBRIS, Columbia, SC: May 15
http://pascalsc.libguides.com/sclibris

Quick Tech Tip
These keyboard shortcuts may come in
handy for inserting special characters.
Alt 0241 = ñ (n tilde)
Alt 0246 = ö (o umlaut)
Alt 0169 = © (copyright)
Alt 168 = ¿ (inverted question mark)
Find many more keyboard shortcuts at
www.alt-codes.net.
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